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Abstract 34 

COVID-19 vaccination is being conducted in over 190 countries/regions to control 35 

SARS-CoV-2 transmission and return to a pre-pandemic lifestyle. However, 36 

understanding when non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) can be lifted as 37 

immunity builds up remain a key question for policy makers. To address it, we built a 38 

data-driven model of SARS-CoV-2 transmission for China. We estimated that to 39 

prevent the escalation of local outbreaks to widespread epidemics, stringent NPIs 40 

need to remain in place at least one year after the start of vaccination. Should NPIs 41 

alone be capable to keep the reproduction number (Rt) around 1.3, the synergetic 42 

effect of NPIs and vaccination could reduce up to 99% of COVID-19 burden and 43 

bring Rt below the epidemic threshold in about 9 months. Maintaining strict NPIs 44 

throughout 2021 is of paramount importance to reduce COVID-19 burden while 45 

vaccines are distributed to the population, especially in large populations with little 46 

natural immunity. 47 
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The novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is far from over with 48 

cases still surging in many countries across the globe, particularly with India suffering 49 

from a catastrophic second wave 1. In 2020, epidemic suppression and/or mitigation 50 

have relied on non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs), including social distancing, 51 

school closure, masking, and case isolation. Although effective and widely adopted to 52 

limit SARS-CoV-2 transmission and reduce COVID-19 burden, these interventions 53 

entail enormous economic costs and negatively affect quality of life 2. Additionally, in 54 

many countries, relaxation of NPIs has led to a resurgence of the epidemic as herd 55 

immunity has not been reached thus far 3. 56 

 57 

Effective vaccines against COVID-19 remain the only foreseeable means of both 58 

suppressing the infection and returning to pre-pandemic social and economic activity 59 

patterns. Globally, several vaccines have been licensed, and vaccination programs 60 

have been initiated in more than 190 countries/regions, including China 4. However, 61 

the projected global production and delivery capacities are likely to be inadequate to 62 

provide COVID-19 vaccines to all individuals who are still susceptible to 63 

SARS-CoV-2 infection 3. The effectiveness of COVID-19 vaccination campaigns will 64 

depend on several factors, including pre-existing immunity, vaccine supply, 65 

willingness to receive the vaccine, and strategies for vaccine allocation and 66 

deployment 5.  67 

 68 

To avoid widespread transmission of SARS-CoV-2, since the end of the first 69 
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COVID-19 wave in the spring of 2020, China has implemented strict NPIs and has 70 

successfully controlled local outbreaks, preventing a second widespread wave of 71 

COVID-19. Since December 2020, China has given conditional approval for the use 72 

of four COVID-19 vaccines and emergency use approval for one. As of May 7, 2021, 73 

308 million doses (corresponding to 10.7% of the population) have been administered 74 

6. However, such a coverage is still extremely low and thus China remains highly 75 

vulnerable to importations of SARS-CoV-2 and onward transmission, as proved by 76 

several local outbreaks that occurred in the first four months of 2021, the largest of 77 

which occurring in Heilongjiang province led to 659 reported cases and spilled over 78 

to a neighboring province (419 cases were reported in Jilin) 7. At present, estimating 79 

whether and when NPIs can be lifted, and the extent to which we need to rely on NPIs 80 

while vaccines roll out represents a top priority for policy making. 81 

 82 

This question has not been well addressed in China, one of the few countries in the 83 

world where nearly the entire population is still susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 infection, 84 

and home to almost 1.4 billion individuals (roughly 18% of the world population). To 85 

fill this gap, we built on top of the wide body of work adopting mathematical models 86 

of the infection transmission process to evaluate vaccination programs 8-12. In 87 

particular, we developed an age-structured stochastic model to simulate SARS-CoV-2 88 

transmission triggered by cases imported in mainland China, based on a 89 

susceptible-infectious-removed (SIR) scheme (Supplementary Fig.1). We consider a 90 

situation in which: i) no ongoing widespread SARS-CoV-2 transmission, ii) nearly no 91 
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immunity in the population, and iii) high risk of importing SARS-CoV-2 infected 92 

individuals, possibly leading to an upsurge of COVID-19 cases. Since COVID-19 93 

vaccines are expected to continue rolling out throughout 2021-2022, we consider also 94 

alternative scenarios where SARS-CoV-2 infections leading to an outbreak are 95 

imported when 10% (close to the coverage as of May 2021), 20%, and 30% of the 96 

Chinese population has already been vaccinated (according to the simulated 97 

vaccination program).  98 

 99 

In the model, we account for heterogeneous mixing patterns by age 13 and progressive 100 

vaccine deployment among different population segments based on a priority scheme 101 

(essential workers, older adults and individuals with underlying conditions, etc.) 14. 102 

Further, we overlay a disease burden model on the transmission model to estimate the 103 

number of symptomatic cases, hospitalizations, ICU admissions, and deaths under 104 

different vaccination scenarios and based on empirical data 15-20. The resulting 105 

integrated model is informed by data on COVID-19 natural history, age-mixing 106 

patterns specific to China quantified during the pre-pandemic period, and the size of 107 

the different vaccination targets in the Chinese population (e.g., individuals with 108 

pre-existing conditions). A qualitative model description is reported in the Methods 109 

section, a summary of model parameters and data sources is reported in 110 

Supplementary Table 1, all other details are reported in Supplementary File 1-5. 111 

The combined effect of NPIs and vaccination programs are evaluated in terms of their 112 

ability in reducing the disease burden caused by outbreaks arising from possible 113 
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importation of cases. 114 

 115 

We considered a baseline vaccination scenario where: 1) vaccination starts 15 days 116 

after an outbreak triggered by 40 breakthrough imported SARS-CoV-2 infections; 2) 117 

vaccine efficacy (VE) against SARS-CoV-2 infections for a two-dose schedule (with a 118 

21-day interval) is set at 80% 21; 3) vaccination coverage is capped at 70% across all 119 

ages 14; 4) 6 million doses are administered daily (4 per 1,000 individuals, informed 120 

by the ongoing COVID-19 vaccination program 6, and estimates of vaccine supply till 121 

2021 in China 22-26); 5) the first priority target consists of older adults and individuals 122 

with underlying conditions (descriptions in details shown in Supplementary Table 2); 123 

6) there is no prior population immunity from natural infection, which aligns with the 124 

situation in most of China where there has been little circulation of SARS-CoV-2 as 125 

of May 2021 3; 7) we assume an initial reproductive number Rt =2.5 at the start of the 126 

outbreak 27-32, in the absence of NPIs and vaccination; 8) Children under 15 years of 127 

age were considered to have a lower susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 infection as 128 

compared to adults (i.e., individuals aged 15 to 64 years), while individuals aged 65+ 129 

years had the highest susceptibility to infection (Supplementary Table 1) 33,34; and 9) 130 

we let the model run for two years. To evaluate the impact of the baseline assumptions 131 

on our results, we conduct comprehensive sensitivity analyses (SA). 132 

 133 

Results 134 

Main analysis 135 
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In the absence of NPIs, the vaccination program is too slow to lower and delay the 136 

epidemic (Fig. 1a) and does not effectively reduce COVID-19 burden. Rt falls below 137 

the epidemic threshold (<1) 69 days after the epidemic start (Fig. 1b), but this is 138 

primarily attributable to immunity gained through natural infection rather than 139 

vaccination. Indeed, in this time frame, 52.2% of population gets infected, while only 140 

6.7% of population has been vaccinated (Fig. 1c). The cumulative number of 141 

symptomatic cases and deaths over a 2-year period only decrease by 3.3% (95%CI, 142 

3.1%-4.7%) and 6.7% (95%CI, 4.5%-8.9%), respectively, as compared to a reference 143 

scenario where there is no vaccination and no NPIs, which would lead to 306.73 144 

million (95%CI, 282.68-320.60) symptomatic cases, 99.25 million (95%CI, 145 

92.55-104.51) hospitalizations, 7.19 million (95%CI, 6.00-7.83) ICU admissions, and 146 

9.38 million (95%CI, 7.70-10.26) deaths (Fig. 2). 147 

 148 

Provided that NPIs are in place and can keep Rt at 1.3 in the absence of vaccination 149 

(moderate NPIs scenario), the vaccination program could reduce COVID-19 burden 150 

by about 99% compared to the reference no-vaccination scenario, with 5.46 million 151 

(95%CI, 2.47-13.36) symptomatic cases, 1.77 million (95%CI, 0.83-4.40) 152 

hospitalizations, 73,500 (95%CI, 7,300-152,100) ICU admissions, and 76,700 153 

(95%CI, 8,200-165,700) deaths (Fig. 2). In this context, vaccination decreases 154 

COVID-19 burden by about 40% (Fig. 2) compared to a situation with moderate NPI 155 

alone, and Rt falls below the epidemic threshold about 9 months after the epidemic 156 

start (Fig. 1). At the time that Rt falls below 1, we estimate that 50.8% of the total 157 
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population would have been vaccinated, while 0.8% would have been naturally 158 

infected (Fig. 1g-i). This highlights that a relevant proportion of the population would 159 

be still susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 at that time. Although in the long-term 160 

vaccination can ultimately lead to the suppression of transmission, it is necessary to 161 

maintain NPIs for one year after the onset of vaccination. Indeed, if NPIs are relaxed 162 

from moderate (Rt=1.3) to mild (Rt=1.5) 9 months after vaccination start, the 163 

cumulative death toll could increase from 76,700 to 173,000. In contrast, a small 164 

increase in cumulative deaths from 76,700 to 81,700 is expected if this relaxation 165 

occurs one year after vaccination start, while earlier or more drastic relaxations of 166 

NPIs lead to substantial increases in deaths (Extended Data Fig.1-3).  167 

 168 

A combination of more stringent NPIs (i.e., capable of keeping Rt =1.1) and 169 

vaccination (vax + high NPIs scenario) could suppress the epidemic, with <2,300 170 

symptomatic cases, and <50 deaths on average. Although the majority of the 171 

reduction of COVID-19 burden is ascribable to NPIs in this case (over 85%), the 172 

deaths averted due to vaccination are about 1.2 million (Fig. 1j-l, and Fig. 2).  173 

 174 

If we consider a set of mild NPIs (vax + mild NPIs scenario), even a relatively low 175 

initial reproduction number under NPIs of Rt=1.5 could still lead to a disastrous 176 

epidemic, with nearly two million deaths. Despite the high death toll of the resulting 177 

epidemic, NPIs and vaccination would jointly reduce around 80% of the disease 178 

burden compared to a scenario with no NPIs and no vaccination (namely, 239 million 179 
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symptomatic cases and 8.2 million deaths averted) (Fig. 1d-f, and Fig. 2).  180 

 181 

Vaccine distribution capacity 182 

Should the daily vaccination rollout be limited to 1.3 million doses (1 per 1,000 183 

individuals – a slower rate than during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic), vaccination would 184 

not effectively reduce COVID-19 related deaths unless there was adoption of 185 

stringent NPIs. In a scenario where vaccination capacity reaches 10 million doses 186 

administered per day (7 per 1,000 individuals), vaccination would reduce COVID-19 187 

related deaths to <5,000 for moderate NPIs and <30 for high NPIs. Should the daily 188 

vaccination capacity be increased to 15 million doses (10 per 1,000 individuals), 189 

vaccination could effectively reduce deaths to <100,000 (similar to the annual 190 

influenza-related death toll in China35) even in the presence of mild NPIs. However, 191 

even if the daily vaccination capacity could be increased to 30 million doses (20 per 192 

1,000 individuals), in the absence of NPIs, we estimate that over 7.7 million deaths 193 

would still occur (Fig. 3). Similar patterns are estimated for the number of 194 

symptomatic cases, hospitalizations and ICU admissions (Extended Data Fig.4-6).  195 

  196 

Increasing daily vaccination capacity could largely shorten the time needed to control 197 

SARS-CoV-2 transmission. For instance, when considering a daily capacity of 10 198 

million and 15 million doses and moderate NPIs, Rt would drop below 1 about 8 and 199 

6 months respectively after epidemic onset (to be compared to the 9.3 months 200 

estimated with the baseline capacity of 6 million doses). At that time, over 60% of the 201 
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population would be vaccinated and ≤0.1% would be naturally infected. An upscale in 202 

the daily capacity to 10 or 15 million doses would allow a relaxation of NPIs from 203 

moderate to mild already 6 to 9 months after vaccination start, i.e., 3 to 6 months 204 

earlier with respect to the baseline. On the other hand, more drastic relaxations of 205 

NPIs (e.g., from moderate to no NPIs) would still lead to substantial increases in 206 

symptomatic cases and deaths (Extended Data Fig.7-10).  207 

 208 

Vaccination prioritization 209 

We consider alternative vaccination scenarios that prioritize essential workers (staff in 210 

the healthcare, law enforcement, security, community services, and individuals 211 

employed in cold chain, etc.) to maintain essential services and then explore different 212 

prioritization strategies for the rest of the population. Our results suggest that the 213 

relative timing of the epidemic and of the vaccination rollout play a key role in 214 

determining the most effective strategy. In particular if we consider vaccination to 215 

start two weeks after 40 cases are detected, there is no clear prioritization strategy that 216 

minimize deaths, as the outcome of the vaccination campaign heavily depends on the 217 

timing at which the epidemic unfolds (Fig. 4 and Extended Data Fig. 11-12). Instead, 218 

if the epidemic is already underway when the vaccination campaign starts (>5,000 219 

cases), prioritizing working-age groups minimizes the number of deaths when Rt≤1.3. 220 

In contrast, prioritizing older adults and individuals with underlying conditions is 221 

more effective when Rt≥1.5 (direct benefits are higher, Fig. 4 and Extended Data Fig. 222 

11-12). Two results are independent of the adopted prioritization strategy: i) if Rt≥1.5, 223 
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then an epidemic cannot be avoided; and ii) when Rt =1.1, over 99% of deaths can be 224 

averted (Extended Data Fig. 11-12).  225 

 226 

Population immunity at the onset of an outbreak 227 

In December 2020, vaccination has started in China, while measures to detect 228 

imported cases and case surveillance are in place. The number of doses distributed per 229 

day has changed over time, following an increasing trend and with a daily average of 230 

about 6 million doses over the period April 20 – May 7, 2017 (Supplementary File 3). 231 

As of May 7, 2021, the vaccination coverage is 10.7% 6. The effectiveness of the 232 

vaccination program and NPIs in preventing new COVID-19 outbreaks and limiting 233 

COVID-19 burden will thus depend on the level of vaccine-induced immunity in the 234 

population should an outbreak of locally transmitted cases start to unfold.  235 

 236 

To simulate this situation, we initialize the model by considering different fractions of 237 

vaccinated population (SA1: 10%; SA2: 20%; SA3: 30%) at the time the infection is 238 

seeded. Given a certain level of NPIs in the absence of immunity, increasing 239 

proportions of vaccinated individuals will decrease the effective reproduction number 240 

(e.g., Rt =1.1 in the absence of immunity, corresponds to Rt below the epidemic 241 

threshold if 10% or more of the population has been vaccinated). 242 

 243 

Should 30% of the population already been vaccinated before the start of a new wave, 244 

continuing the vaccination program while adopting mild NPIs would reduce the death 245 
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toll by 98% (42,400 deaths as compared 1.8 million if no one was vaccinated). 246 

However, in the absence of NPIs, even if 30% of population was already vaccinated 247 

before the start of a new wave, carrying on with the vaccination program alone would 248 

not be enough to prevent a widespread epidemic leading to 6 (95%CI: 4-7) million 249 

deaths (Extended Data Fig.13). 250 

 251 

Vaccination coverage 252 

No significant difference in willingness-to-vaccination between age groups has been 253 

reported in China 36-38. Accordingly, we use a homogenous vaccine coverage of 70% 254 

among all age groups in the main analysis. Here we present the results of a set of 255 

sensitivity analyses assuming vaccination coverage of 50% (SA4) and 90% (SA5) 256 

among all age groups, and considering heterogeneous coverages by age: 1) 70% for 257 

adults ≥20 years and 50% for younger individuals (SA6); 2) 90% for adults ≥20 years 258 

and 70% for younger individuals (SA7); 3) 70% for adults ≥20 years and no 259 

vaccination for younger individuals (SA8). 260 

 261 

By considering moderate NPIs (Rt=1.3) and a vaccination coverage of 50% in all age 262 

groups, the number of symptomatic is estimated to decrease by 33% with an 8% 263 

decrease of the death toll with respect to the baseline vaccination scenario (70% 264 

coverage) (Extended Data Fig.14-15). In fact, the lower coverage in older age groups 265 

would lead to an earlier vaccination in younger age groups who are characterized by 266 

the highest contact rates 13. Conversely, increasing the coverage to 90% would 267 
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decrease the death tolls but lead to an increase of symptomatic cases (Extended Data 268 

Fig.14-15). It is important to remark that these results consider that moderate NPIs 269 

remain in place over the entire duration of the epidemic, and they do not provide 270 

indications of the coverage needed to suppress any further resurgences of cases. 271 

 272 

As compared to the baseline vaccination scenario (70% vaccination coverage in all 273 

age groups), if the vaccine is not distributed among individuals aged less than 20 274 

years, we estimate an increase of the death toll of 69% and of symptomatic infections 275 

of 55% (Extended Data Fig.14-15). The scenario assuming 90% vaccination coverage 276 

for adults ≥20 years and 70% for younger individuals lead to a lower reduction of 277 

COVID-19 burden as compared with the baseline vaccination scenario (Extended 278 

Data Fig. 14-15). The higher coverage in the adult population result in a delayed start 279 

of vaccination of the young population, which is characterized by higher contacts 280 

rates 13. Nonetheless, it is important to remark that this result depends on the timing of 281 

the introduction of the initial seeds (see previous section). 282 

 283 

Vaccine efficacy 284 

Three types of COVID-19 vaccines are currently in use in China, including 285 

inactivated, recombinant protein subunit, and adenovirus-vectored vaccines. VE for 286 

these vaccines ranges from 65% to 90%, with the exception of the one tested in Brazil 287 

where P1 variant is prevalent (VE=50%) 39-43. With respect to an 80% VE adopted in 288 

the baseline scenario, by considering VE=60% (SA9) we estimate a 1.02-fold increase 289 
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of the death toll and 1.64-fold increase of symptomatic cases. Whereas a 37% and 29% 290 

decrease of deaths and symptomatic cases, respectively, is estimated for VE=90% 291 

(SA10). (Extended Data Fig.14-15) 292 

 293 

SARS-CoV-2 variants 294 

Multiple SARS-CoV-2 variants have been documented globally, three of which are of 295 

particular concern: lineage B.1.1.7 identified in UK, B.1.351 in South Africa, and P.1 296 

in Brazil 44. These variants are estimated to have higher transmissibility 45,46 and 297 

possibly an increased mortality 47,48. To assess the effect of vaccination in this context, 298 

we consider higher values of Rt (i.e., 1.7, 1.9, and 2.1 – about 30%-60% increased 299 

transmissibility with respect to the main analysis 45) to account for enhanced 300 

transmissibility, and use a mean death hazard ratio of 1.64 to account for higher 301 

mortality 47. With the assumption of VE=80% against the new variant, COVID-19 302 

burden substantially increases, compared to the scenario based on the historical 303 

lineage. The number of symptomatic cases increase from 2 thousand to 173 million, 304 

and death increase from <50 to 7 million even when strict NPIs are implemented 305 

(Extended Data Fig. 16). 306 

 307 

Alternative vaccination parameters and scenarios 308 

A further set of sensitivity analyses are conducted to evaluate the impact of baseline 309 

assumptions on our results for Rt=1.3 (moderate NPIs). Provided that vaccination can 310 

only protect against illness (SA11) but not SARS-CoV-2 infections, COVID-19 related 311 
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deaths increase by 33 folds with respect to the baseline: from 76,700 to 2.66 million 312 

(Extended Data Fig.14). In this case, maintaining stringent NPIs measures in place for 313 

a prolonged time horizon would be necessary as such vaccine would not be effective 314 

to suppress transmission (as reported in previous studies 49). Assuming a shorter 315 

duration of vaccine-induced protection of 6 months (SA12) instead of a lifelong 316 

protection (i.e., longer than the 2-year time horizon considered, Extended Data Fig.14) 317 

has a similarly large effect on projections. 318 

 319 

In our main analysis, we use the contact matrix estimated from a contact survey 320 

conducted in Shanghai before the COVID-19 pandemic 13. Should a new COVID-19 321 

wave start to unfold in China, it is unclear to what extent pre-pandemic contact 322 

patterns could be representative of such a situation. Therefore, we have added a 323 

sensitivity analysis where we assume the mixing patterns estimated in Shanghai in 324 

March 2020 50, when schools were still closed as a response to the COVID-19 325 

pandemic (SA13). For Rt=1.3 and the baseline parameters for the vaccination, the 326 

estimated number of deaths would be 16,000 as compared to 76,700 estimated using 327 

the pre-pandemic mixing patterns (79% decrease, see Extended Data Fig.14). In fact, 328 

the relative contribution of the adult population (which is the main target of the 329 

vaccination campaign) to the overall transmission as compared to children is higher 330 

than when considering pre-pandemic mixing patterns (when schools were open and 331 

school-age individuals had the highest number of contacts). 332 

 333 
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Other factors such as excluding detected symptomatic cases from vaccination (SA14 334 

and SA15), the time interval between two doses (SA16 and SA17), and assuming an 335 

all-or-nothing vaccine (SA18), do not substantially affect estimates of deaths and 336 

symptomatic infections (Extended Data Fig.14-15). A similar trend is observed for 337 

hospitalized cases and ICU admissions. 338 

 339 

Discussion 340 

Using a stochastic dynamic model of SARS-CoV-2 transmission and COVID-19 341 

burden tailored to the epidemiological situation in China, we find that in the absence 342 

of NPIs, and independently of the vaccine prioritization strategy and capacity of the 343 

vaccination campaign, timely rollout of an effective vaccine (VE =80%) would not be 344 

enough to prevent a local outbreak to escalate to a major widespread epidemic. 345 

Provided that NPIs are in place and capable to bring Rt to 1.3, a daily vaccine rollout 346 

of 4 doses per 1,000 individuals could reduce around 99% of COVID-19 burden, and 347 

bring Rt below the epidemic threshold about 9 months after the start of the 348 

vaccination campaign. A relaxation of NPIs that bring the value of Rt to 1.5 could not 349 

prevent sustained epidemic growth which would cause 1.8 million deaths. A net 350 

reproduction number of 1.5 could only be sustained when accompanied by an 351 

improvement of the vaccine administration capacity up to 10 doses per 1,000 352 

individuals per day. Relaxation of NPIs in the first 6-9 months of vaccine rollout 353 

could lead to substantial increases of COVID-19 burden if daily vaccination capacity 354 

could not be enhanced to 10-15 million doses. 355 
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 356 

Bubar K, et al. evaluated COVID-19 vaccine prioritization strategies and found that 357 

prioritizing older adults is a robust strategy to minimize deaths across countries when 358 

Rt=1.5, while prioritization shifted to 20-49 years group when Rt=1.1551. The broad 359 

scope of that multi-country analysis does not account for features of COVID-19 360 

epidemiology and vaccination program that are unique to China. In particular, 361 

differently from most countries where natural immunity is building up after 362 

widespread epidemics, China has been able to suppress SARS-CoV-2 transmission for 363 

most of 2020. As a result, prior immunity is very low, thus calling for specifically 364 

tailored analysis. Nonetheless, our findings confirm that if NPIs can maintain 365 

transmission rates at low levels during the vaccination campaign, strategies that target 366 

indirect benefits perform better, while if transmission rates remain high, strategies 367 

maximizing direct benefits may save more lives51. 368 

 369 

As highlighted in vaccination studies in Italy52, in the race between the vaccination 370 

campaign to build population herd-immunity and the progress of the epidemic, the 371 

speed of vaccine deployment is critical. Considering the average vaccine distribution 372 

capacity of the current COVID-19 vaccination campaign in China 6, we use 6 million 373 

doses administered per day in the baseline analysis. Several manufacturers state that a 374 

total of 3.9 billion doses of COVID-19 vaccine could be produced in 2021, equivalent 375 

to about 10 million doses per day 22-26. China committed to provide COVID-19 376 

vaccines to >100 countries, and thus that could reduce the number of doses to be 377 
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distributed locally. Even if these candidate vaccines could be licensed and 378 

manufactured smoothly, it would take about one year to vaccinate 70% of the 379 

population.  380 

 381 

Five months after initiating vaccination program, 10.7% of Chinese population has 382 

been vaccinated 6. Limited vaccine production capacity, particularly at the initial stage, 383 

could slow the speed of vaccine rollout. Slower rates of vaccine production and 384 

administration may result in a longer period of SARS-CoV-2 transmission. It is thus 385 

crucial to keep monitoring local outbreaks and invest resources in outbreak 386 

management (as currently done in China) in order to keep Rt close to the epidemic 387 

threshold at least for the next 1-2 years. In the very unique context of China, a value 388 

of Rt of 1.3 would result in about 76,700 cumulative deaths, comparable to the annual 389 

influenza-related death toll in China35. The development of detailed logistical plans 390 

and tools to support an increased vaccination capacity as well as effective logistic 391 

(vaccine transport, storage, and continuous cold-chain monitoring) are key factors for 392 

a successful mass vaccination campaign. 393 

 394 

In the early phase of COVID-19 spread in Wuhan in 2019, before interventions were 395 

put in place, R0 was estimated to be in the range 2.0-3.527-32. Given the knowledge of 396 

mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2 transmission, and the devastating consequences of an 397 

uncontrolled COVID-19 epidemic, the Chinese population would hold a precautious 398 

behavior (such as clean hands often, cough or sneeze in bent elbow, avoid close 399 
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contact with someone who is sick, etc.) even without the need to impose NPIs. As 400 

such, in our analysis simulating an epidemic triggered by imported cases, we decided 401 

to consider an initial R of 2.5, which is at the lower end of the estimated spectrum. 402 

 403 

SARS-CoV-2 variants are circulating globally and quickly became dominant in 404 

countries like the UK and Italy (lineage B.1.1.7), and South Africa (lineage B.1.351). 405 

Recently, a variant B.1.617 identified in India has raised global concern. As of May 7, 406 

2021, Mainland China border control screenings have already identified imported 407 

cases with SARS-CoV-2 lineage B.1.1.7 and B.1.617. Our study shows that the spread 408 

of new more transmissible and/or more lethal variants could substantially decrease the 409 

net benefit of vaccination. Strict border quarantine and isolation as well as genomic 410 

surveillance will be key while vaccines roll out in China. 411 

 412 

Our analysis on the vaccine efficacy shows that if we consider VE=60%, both the 413 

number of symptomatic cases and deaths are estimated to double as compared to the 414 

baseline vaccination coverage of 80%. Given that the final composition of a 415 

nation-wide rollout will likely include a combination of vaccines with varying 416 

efficacy, monitoring vaccine effectiveness on the ground will remain a priority. 417 

 418 

Here we propose a general framework to evaluate the impact of COVID-19 419 

vaccination programs in the absence/presence of NPIs and to explore priority target 420 

populations to minimize multiple disease outcomes. The proposed modeling 421 
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framework is adaptable to other country-specific contexts. However, it requires the 422 

collection of country-specific data about the epidemiological situation (e.g., landscape 423 

immunity of the local population, prevalence of infections), vaccination parameters 424 

(e.g., vaccine supply and capacity of immunization services, efficacy of different 425 

vaccines, target age groups), socio-demographic characteristics of the population (e.g., 426 

size of the priority population by age group, age-mixing patterns), and the priorities of 427 

the pandemic responses (e.g., limit the death toll, prevent infections). 428 

 429 

Our study has a number of limitations. First, we integrated the impact of NPIs through 430 

a simple reduction in the value of Rt at the beginning of the outbreak, homogeneously 431 

across age groups. However, our analysis does not suggest which combination of 432 

NPIs should be adopted to lower Rt to a certain level, and how this would affect 433 

transmission rates in different age groups. Li, et al, estimated that individual NPIs, 434 

including school closure, workplace closure, and public events bans, were associated 435 

with reductions in Rt of 13–24% on day 28 after their introduction 53. Further studies 436 

are needed to pinpoint the specific NPIs to be adopted in parallel with the vaccination 437 

campaign and their impact on the quality of life of the population.  438 

 439 

Second, in China, vaccines have not been licensed for children, so we assume a 50% 440 

lower or equivalent VE for them compared to other adults. Although we show that 441 

variations in these rates do not substantially affect the overall effect of the vaccination 442 

campaign, further data on age-specific vaccine efficacy could help refine priority 443 
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groups. Our sensitivity analyses on vaccine coverage reveal the importance of 444 

extending the vaccination to the young population once the use of vaccines will be 445 

authorized for that age segment of the population. 446 

 447 

Third, we assumed that immunity after natural infections lasts more than the time 448 

horizon considered (two years). If this is not the case, waning of immunity would 449 

inflate the rate of susceptible individuals and thus require booster vaccinations. This 450 

could become an issue with the emergence of immune-escape variants, as reported in 451 

South Africa54. Given limited information at this stage, we did not consider this 452 

scenario in our analyses, but this is an important area of future research. 453 

 454 

Fourth, age-mixing patterns are key to assess the impact of vaccination as individuals 455 

of different ages are exposed to different transmission risks. In the main analysis, we 456 

assumed the mixing patterns to correspond to those estimated before the COVID-19 457 

pandemic, indicating the goal of a return to pre-pandemic interactions. We have also 458 

performed a sensitivity analysis based on the mixing patterns estimated in China in 459 

March 202050, after the lockdown was lifted but schools were still closed. How the 460 

population would mix in case of a new wave of COVID-19 starts to unfold in China 461 

remains to be seen. 462 

 463 

Moreover, our study is performed at a national scale and thus our estimates of the 464 

impact of vaccination should be interpreted cautiously at the local scale. In fact, 465 
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spatial heterogeneities within China in terms of risk of case importation, 466 

socio-demographic characteristics of the population, mixing and mobility patterns, 467 

vaccination coverage and capacity may affect our results. 468 

 469 

Enhanced vaccination efforts in conjunction with NPIs have been successfully used 470 

during the COVID-19 outbreak in Ruili city (Yunnan Province, China) in March-April, 471 

2021. Our analysis, however, focuses on the assessment of whether and to what extent 472 

we need to rely on NPIs to prevent a COVID-19 epidemic while vaccines are rolled 473 

out. As such, our results cannot be used to guide a reactive spatially targeted strategy. 474 

To properly capture the peculiarity of that context, specific modeling tools mirroring 475 

the interventions adopted in China as a response to emerging outbreaks are needed. 476 

 477 

Finally, it would be interesting to analyze adaptive vaccination prioritizations that 478 

changes as the epidemiological situation evolves over time but that would require the 479 

development of dynamic optimization algorithms that are beyond the scope of this 480 

work 55. Nonetheless, our study provides estimates of the effect of relaxing NPIs over 481 

the course of the epidemic. 482 

 483 

In conclusion, vaccination alone could substantially reduce COVID-19 burden, but in 484 

the foreseeable future may not be enough to prevent local outbreaks to escalate to 485 

major widespread epidemics due to limitation in the vaccine production and supply 486 

(particularly at the initial stage of the vaccination), as well as the capacity of 487 
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vaccination system. This is especially relevant in contexts where most of the 488 

population is still susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 infection, as it is the case in most of 489 

China. Maintaining NPIs (such as social distancing, testing, case isolation and contact 490 

tracing, wearing masks, and limitation on large gatherings) throughout 2021 is 491 

necessary to prevent the resurgence of COVID-19 epidemics until a sufficiently high 492 

level of immunity is reached, which depends on the transmissibility of the variants 493 

circulating at that time. 494 
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Figure legend 495 

 496 

Figure 1. Time series of symptomatic cases, effective reproductive number Rt, 497 

and population infected and vaccinated. 498 

a) Number of symptomatic cases over time as estimated in the no-NPIs scenario 499 
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(initial Rt=2.5) in the absence/presence of vaccination. b) Net reproduction number Rt 500 

over time, as estimated using a Bayesian framework (Supplementary File 6) from the 501 

time series of symptomatic cases in the no-NPIs scenario in the presence of 502 

vaccination. The horizontal line indicates the epidemic threshold Rt=1 and the vertical 503 

line indicates where Rt cross this threshold. Note that for the first few generations of 504 

cases, Rt shows an increasing pattern linked to the highly stochastic nature of 505 

epidemics in their initial phase when epidemics with initially larger Rt are more likely 506 

to survive 56. c) Absolute numbers and proportion of the Chinese population infected 507 

and vaccinated over time in the no-NPIs scenario in the presence of vaccination. The 508 

population size of China in 2020 is 1,439,324,000 57. d)-f): as a-c but for the mild 509 

NPIs scenario (initial Rt=1.5). g)-i): as a-c but for the moderate NPIs scenario (initial 510 

Rt=1.3); j)-l): As a-c but for the high NPIs scenario (initial Rt=1.1). Line denotes 511 

median, and shadow denotes quantiles 0.025 and 0.975.512 
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 513 

 514 

Figure 2. Burden of COVID-19 in the main analysis.  515 

a) Cumulative number of symptomatic cases as estimated under the different 516 

scenarios in the absence/presence of vaccination over the simulated 2-year period. No 517 

vaccination + no NPIs with Rt=2.5 at the beginning of the outbreak is called reference 518 

scenario, described using dark brown bars. Light yellow bars indicate scenarios 519 

including vaccination and/or different levels of NPIs. b) Reduction in the cumulative 520 

number of symptomatic cases with respect to the reference scenario. Orange bars and 521 

black values indicate the contribution of NPIs, blue bars and black values indicate the 522 
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overall contribution of vaccination and NPIs, while the white values indicate net 523 

contribution of vaccination; c)-d) As a-b but for hospitalized cases; e)-f) As a-b but for 524 

cases admitted to ICU; g)-h) As a-b but for deaths. Number denotes median, and error 525 

bars denote quantiles 0.025 and 0.975.526 
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 527 

Figure 3. Impact of daily vaccine administration capacity on COVID-19 deaths.  528 

a) Cumulative number of COVID-19 deaths (millions) as estimated in the different 529 

scenarios under progressively increasing values of the daily vaccination capacity; b) 530 

Proportion of deaths averted compared to the reference scenario, i.e., no vaccination 531 

+ no NPIs with Rt=2.5 at the beginning of the outbreak. Number denotes median, and 532 

error bars denote quantiles 0.025 and 0.975.533 
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 534 

Figure 4. Best prioritization strategy to achieve the minimal COVID-19 deaths.  535 

Initial cases denote breakthrough COVID-19 cases, which initiates the epidemic. We 536 

consider the impact of uncertainty (i.e., “Yes” in the figure, which means 200 537 

stochastic model realizations are performed in order to account for the ranges) in 538 

contact patterns and relative susceptibility on prioritization, and use their mean values 539 

as well (i.e., No). Baseline denotes first prioritizing older adults and individuals with 540 
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underlying conditions. Number in the box denotes the death toll (median), with t 541 

representing thousand and m representing million. Minimum denotes the lowest 542 

deaths in each scenario on the basis of median value. We compare other strategies to 543 

that with minimum deaths using rank sum test. E.g., in the context of initial 544 

cases=5,000, Rt=1.5 and using mean values of contact patterns and relative 545 

susceptibility, the baseline is the optimal strategy to minimize deaths. 546 
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Methods 547 

SARS-CoV-2 transmission and vaccination models 548 

We developed a model of SARS-CoV-2 transmission and vaccination, based on an 549 

age-structured stochastic susceptible-infectious-removed (SIR) scheme, accounting 550 

for heterogeneous mixing patterns by age as estimated in Shanghai 13. The Chinese 551 

population was distributed in 18 age groups (17 5-year age groups from 0 to 84 years 552 

and one age group for individuals aged 85 years or older) 57. Each age group was 553 

further split into two subgroups: individuals with or without underlying conditions, 554 

where the former was considered to be associated with an increased risk of severe 555 

outcome of COVID-19 14. 556 

 557 

In the main analysis, susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 infection was assumed to be 558 

heterogeneous across ages. Children under 15 years of age were considered less 559 

susceptible to infection compared to adults aged 15 to 65 years, while the older adults 560 

more susceptible 33,34. Homogeneous susceptibility across age groups was explored in 561 

sensitivity analysis (SA19). Asymptomatic and symptomatic individuals were 562 

assumed to be equally infectious 33,34, and infectiousness was also assumed to be the 563 

same across age groups 33,34. 564 

 565 

Vaccine is administered with a two-dose schedule. In the baseline model, we assumed 566 

that: i) vaccination reduces susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 infection; ii) only 567 

susceptible individuals are eligible for vaccination, i.e., we excluded all individuals 568 
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that have experienced SARS-CoV-2 infection; iii) duration of vaccine-induced 569 

protection lasts longer than the time horizon considered (2 years). 570 

The baseline model is schematically represented in Supplementary Fig.1 and it is 571 

described by differential systems presented in Supplementary File 1-2. 572 

 573 

Model initialization 574 

In China, the first pandemic wave of COVID-19 was controlled by intense NPIs 58,59. 575 

Almost the entire population of mainland China is still susceptible to COVID-19 3. As 576 

such, the model is initialized with a fully susceptible population. 577 

 578 

China has been facing mounting pressure of imported COVID-19 cases. Containment 579 

of COVID-19 has been possible only through a combination of measures such as 580 

complete- or partial-lockdown, citywide mass-screening using 581 

reverse-transcriptase–polymerase-chain-reaction (RT-PCR) testing, tracing of contacts 582 

and contacts of contacts of COVID-19 cases, which were promptly applied wherever 583 

COVID-19 transmission has popped up in mainland China 60. Despite all the efforts, 584 

containment of COVID-19 appears a whack-a-mole game and sporadic outbreaks 585 

inevitably occur. Simulations are thus initialized with 40 cases, roughly corresponding 586 

to the number of cases with symptoms onset in Beijing before the detection of a local 587 

outbreak in June 11, 2020 61.  588 

 589 

Vaccination scenarios 590 
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To explore the impact of vaccination, we ran a set of simulations in which neither 591 

NPIs nor vaccination are implemented as a reference scenario (no vax + no NPIs, i.e., 592 

effective reproductive number Rt=2.5 at the beginning of simulations 17,28,58), and 593 

compared it with a scenario in which vaccination only is implemented (vax + no 594 

NPIs). Further, we considered different sets of simulations in which NPIs are used to 595 

bring Rt respectively down to 1.5 (mild NPIs), 1.3 (moderate NPIs), and 1.1 (high 596 

NPIs), with (vax + mild/moderate/high NPIs) or without vaccination program (no vax 597 

+ mild/moderate/high NPIs). In the main analysis vaccination is assumed to begin 15 598 

days after the epidemic start. Alternative scenarios about the seeding of the epidemic 599 

were explored as sensitivity analyses. In particular, we considered the epidemic to 600 

start when 10% (SA1), 20% (SA2), and 30% (SA3) of the Chinese population has 601 

already been vaccinated.  602 

 603 

The model is run considering daily time steps. Gradual delivery of vaccine doses is 604 

implemented by vaccinating a fixed number of individuals each day. Although 605 

manufacturers state that a total of 3.9 billion doses of vaccines could be available by 606 

the end of 2021 22-26, scale-up and delivery will take months. On the basis of the 2009 607 

H1N1 influenza pandemic vaccination program implemented in mainland China 62, in 608 

the main analysis we assumed 6 million doses of COVID-19 vaccines could be 609 

administered each day (4 doses per 1,000 individuals) until uptake reaches 70% for all 610 

groups 14. Different values of the daily vaccine administration capacity, i.e., 1.3 611 

(SA20), 10 (SA21), 15 (SA22), 30 (SA23) million dose per day, are explored in 612 
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separate sensitivity analyses. Sensitivity analyses were also performed on the 613 

vaccination coverage which is assumed either to be homogenous (SA4 and SA5)14 or 614 

heterogeneous by age (SA6, SA7, and SA8).  615 

 616 

In the main analysis, vaccination is administered to susceptible individuals only. This 617 

represents an ideal scenario where we assume that all infected individuals can be 618 

identified (e.g., either via RT-PCR while infected or via serological assays later one) 619 

and that SARS-CoV-2 infection confers a long-lasting immunity. Since infection 620 

ascertainment could be challenging and pose additional strain to the health system, we 621 

also consider two sensitivity analyses in which only detected symptomatic cases are 622 

excluded from vaccination (SA14-SA15).  623 

 624 

In the context of fast RT-PCR–based mass screening if there is an outbreak, 625 

under-ascertainment of symptomatic cases could be only related with the sensitivity 626 

of RT-PCR tests. The sensitivity is quite high (98%) if the interval between symptom 627 

onset and RT-PCR test is within 7 days, and the sensitivity decreases to 68% if the 628 

time interval is 8-14 days63. The mean time interval from symptom onset to the date 629 

of collection of the sample for PCR testing was estimated to be 4.7 days in Hunan33. 630 

Accordingly, we considered as ascertainment probabilities of symptomatic cases 70% 631 

(SA14) and 90% (SA15). 632 

 633 

Vaccination schedule and efficacy 634 
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There are six COVID-19 vaccines developed by China in phase 3 clinical trials, 635 

including five vaccines administered with a two-dose schedule with an interval of 14, 636 

21, or 28 days and one single-dose recombinant adenovirus type-5-vectored vaccine. 637 

For simplicity, in the main analysis, we modeled the administration of an inactivated 638 

vaccine developed by the Beijing Institute of Biological Products,64 which entail a 639 

two-dose schedule across all age groups with an interval of 21 days. In separate 640 

sensitivity analyses, we explored an interval of 14 days and 28 days (SA16-SA17). 641 

 642 

China approved its first local COVID-19 vaccine (developed by Sinopharm) for 643 

general public use on December 31, 2020, with an estimated vaccine efficacy (VE) of 644 

79.3%.21 In the main analysis, we used a VE of 80% against infection in individuals 645 

aged 20-59 years. In the developed model, vaccination confers a partial protection, i.e., 646 

vaccinated individuals are 80% less likely to develop infection upon an infectious 647 

contact. Sensitivity analyses using a VE of 60% (SA9) and 90% (SA10) were 648 

separately performed. The alternative values of VE were selected on the basis of 649 

published upper efficacy of vaccines of 94-95% and in such a way to cover a 650 

plausible efficacy range of forthcoming vaccines 65-67.  651 

 652 

Phase 2 clinical trials demonstrated that vaccine immunogenicity was lower among 653 

older individuals than in younger adults 64. And for other inactivated vaccines like 654 

influenza vaccine, a lower VE is observed in children compared to young adults 68. 655 

Accordingly, we assumed an age-dependent VE. In particular, given a baseline 656 
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efficacy VE among individuals aged 20-59 years (80% in the main analysis), we 657 

assumed a 50% lower VE in individuals <20 and ≥60 years of age (namely 40%). A 658 

scenario without age-specific variations in VE was explored as sensitivity analysis 659 

(SA24).  660 

 661 

Individuals vaccinated with the first dose could still develop infections without any 662 

immune protection, while the second dose vaccination could produce the expected 663 

vaccine efficacy after an average of 14 days. In the main analysis we assume both 664 

natural infection-induced and vaccine-induced immunity to SARS-CoV-2 infection 665 

does not wane within the considered time horizon (2 years). In additional sensitivity 666 

analyses, we considered an average duration of vaccine-induced protection of 6 667 

months (SA12) and 1 year (SA25). We also consider a sensitivity analysis assuming 668 

that vaccination is effective in preventing symptomatic illness, but not infection 669 

(SA11), and another one assuming an all-or-nothing vaccine, i.e., the vaccine confers 670 

full protection to VE percent of vaccinated individuals (SA18).  671 

 672 

Priority order of vaccination 673 

The doses available to be distributed daily (6 million in the main analysis) are 674 

assigned by considering the following order of priority 14. In the main analysis, 675 

healthcare workers are considered as the top priority (Tier 1 of the vaccination 676 

strategy); law enforcement and security workers, personnel in nursing home and 677 

social welfare institutes, community workers, workers in energy, food and 678 
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transportation sectors are included in Tier 2; adults ≥ 60 years of age with underlying 679 

conditions, and adults ≥ 80 years of age without underlying conditions, who are at the 680 

highest risk of severe/fatal COVID-19, are considered in Tier 3; individuals aged < 60 681 

years with pre-existing medical conditions and pregnant women are included in Tier 4; 682 

individuals aged 20-59 years without underlying conditions are included in Tier 5; 683 

school-age children and younger children aged ≤5 years without underlying 684 

conditions are recommended for vaccination in Tier 6 (Supplementary File 4). 685 

 686 

Different priority orders are explored as sensitivity analyses. Healthcare workers and 687 

the other essential workers listed above are fixed in Tier 1 and Tier 2 of vaccination, 688 

while the remaining population is vaccinated as described in Supplementary Table 2 689 

by considering different orders of prioritization only based on age and disregarding 690 

the presence of underlying conditions (SA26: first prioritization to old adults; SA27: 691 

first prioritization to working-age groups; SA28: first prioritization to school-age 692 

groups). We explore the impact of 5,000 initial cases on the prioritization strategy 693 

(SA29). To understand the impact in terms of number of infections by age, we 694 

compare the prioritization strategy when we account for the uncertainty in the contact 695 

matrix and in the susceptibility to infection by age, or not (in this context, median 696 

values of contact numbers and relative susceptibility are used). 697 

 698 

COVID-19 burden model 699 

The main output of above transmission model is the age-specific number of new 700 
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infections per day in the subpopulation with or without underlying conditions. On top 701 

of that, we developed a model of COVID-19 disease burden to estimate the number of 702 

symptomatic cases, hospitalization, ICU admissions, and deaths in different scenarios 703 

in the presence/absence of vaccination. 704 

 705 

We computed the age-specific number of symptomatic infections in individuals with 706 

and without underlying conditions on a daily-basis, by applying an age-specific 707 

probability of respiratory symptoms, which is 18.1%, 22.4%, 30.5%, 35.5%, and 64.6% 708 

separately for 0-19, 20-39, 40-59, 60-79, and 80+ years of age, as estimated from 709 

contact tracing data in Lombardy 20. We assume that individuals with and without 710 

underlying conditions have the same age-specific probability of developing 711 

symptoms. 712 

 713 

The daily age-specific number of hospital admissions in the two subpopulations was 714 

computed by applying the age-specific proportion of laboratory-confirmed 715 

symptomatic cases requiring hospitalizations (Supplementary File 5), delayed by an 716 

average time of 3.8 days between symptom onset and hospitalization 17. 717 

The daily age-specific number of patients admitted to ICU in the two subpopulations 718 

was computed by applying to hospitalized cases an age-specific probability of being 719 

admitted to ICU 19, and distinguishing patients requiring intensive care in survivors 720 

and non-survivors. Survivors are admitted to ICU after an average time of 7 days 721 

from hospitalization. Non-survivors are admitted to ICU after an average time of 8 722 
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days after hospitalization 16. 723 

 724 

The daily age-specific number of deaths in the two subpopulations was computed by 725 

applying the age-specific fatality ratio among symptomatic cases (Supplementary File 726 

5), delayed by an average time of 13.9 days between symptom onset and death 18. 727 

 728 

Data analysis 729 

For each scenario, 200 stochastic model realizations were performed. The outcome of 730 

these simulations determined the distributions of the number of symptomatic 731 

infections, hospitalizations, ICU admissions, and deaths. 95% confidence intervals 732 

were defined as quantiles 0.025 and 0.975 of the estimated distributions. We used a 733 

Bayesian approach to estimate Rt from the time series of symptomatic cases by date 734 

of symptom onset and the distribution of the serial interval 17. The methods were 735 

described in Supplementary File 6 in details. 736 

 737 

Ethics approval All these data were in the public domain. Ethical review for the 738 

re-use of these secondary data is not required. 739 

 740 

Reporting summary 741 

Further information on research design is available in the Nature Research Reporting 742 

Summary linked to this paper. 743 

 744 
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Data and code availability 745 

Should the manuscript be accepted, all data and codes will be provided on GitHub. 746 
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